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On a curved surface, epithelial cells can adapt to geometric constraints by tilting and by exchang-7

ing their neighbors from apical to basal sides, known as an apicobasal T1 (AB-T1) transition. The8

relationship between cell tilt, AB-T1 transitions, and tissue curvature still lacks a unified under-9

standing. Here, we propose a general framework for cell packing in curved environments and explain10

the formation of AB-T1 transitions under different conditions. We find that steep curvature gradi-11

ents can lead to cell tilting and induce AB-T1 transitions. Conversely, large curvature anisotropy12

can drive AB-T1 transitions by hydrostatic pressure. The two mechanisms compete to determine13

the impact of tissue geometry and mechanics on optimized cell rearrangements in 3D.14

As the external surfaces and barriers of many organs,15

epithelial tissues have to mechanically adapt to their en-16

vironment [1, 2]. Extensive research into cell shape in17

2D [3–10] and 3D [11–14] has revealed insights into how18

cells pack and undergo rearrangement during epithelial19

tissue formation [7–10, 15]. Cellular dynamic processes,20

like division and apoptosis, can rearrange cell neighbors.21

T1-transitions - the exchange of neighbors without alter-22

ing the cell number - is another ubiquitous mechanism of23

cell rearrangements [16, 17]. T1 transitions are important24

in mediating planar tissue dynamics. For example, ori-25

ented T1 transitions can lead to tissue elongation or flow26

[15, 18–20], and the energetic barriers for T1 transitions27

to occur can dictate tissue fluidity/solidity [9, 21–23].28

For a cell monolayer under 3D geometric constraint,29

cells can undergo apical-basal T1 (AB-T1) transitions30

(Fig. 1A, top). Different from the planar and dynamic31

T1-transitions described above, AB-T1 transitions are a32

static exchange of neighbors from the apical to basal lay-33

ers of the cell. Such a 3D cellular arrangement, termed34

as a scutoid in the context of epithelial tissues [24–26]35

(Fig. 1A), has been observed in foams [27, 28] and bio-36

logical systems with curved surfaces [29–33].37

Tissue curvature is proposed to be pivotal in in-38

ducing AB-T1 transitions. In the ellipsoidal early39

Drosophila embryo, AB-T1 transitions appear most fre-40

quently around 20-50µm from the embryo head, a region41

with low curvature anisotropy but large tilt of cell lateral42

membranes [29] (Fig. 1A). During salivary gland forma-43

tion in the Drosophila embryo, AB-T1 transitions occur44

at maximal curvature anisotropy [24]. Models have been45

proposed for cell packing in these specific cases [24, 29],46

but there is currently no consensus on how curvature in-47

duces AB-T1 transitions.48
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Here, we provide a framework for describing curvature-49

induced cell deformation, which can be generalized to an50

array of geometries, and discuss the interplay between51

cell mechanics and tissue geometry in inducing AB-T152

transitions. We demonstrate that in 3D environments53

with steep curvature gradient, cells can tilt in order to54

pack efficiently. These tilted lateral membranes can exert55

tensions that contribute to in-plane stresses of opposite56

sign on the apical and basal plane stresses, thereby lead-57

ing to AB-T1 transitions. Conversely, when hydrostatic58

pressure dominates, we find that AB-T1 transitions oc-59

cur in regions with high curvature anisotropy. Overall, we60

find that the combination of tissue curvature, pressure,61

and lateral tensions determines the location of AB-T162

transition events.63

Framework: We treat the epithelia as a material com-64

posed of two connected thin shells, representing the api-65

cal and basal surfaces of the tissue. Assuming the radius66

of curvature to be significantly larger than the cell size,67

we can use a continuum mechanics model based on mem-68

brane theory for elastic thin shells, neglecting bending69

stresses. Lateral membranes are included as part of the70

external load on the shell. Motivated by the Drosophila71

embryo, salivary gland and oocyte geometries, we focus72

on axisymmetric geometries, which have rotational sym-73

metry about a polar axis (Fig. 1B). For any infinitesimal74

surface element dA on the 3D curved shell, it has a nor-75

mal direction dA, and two tangential directions along the76

meridian dϕ and latitudinal radii dθ (Fig. 1B).77

The in-plane stresses in the apical or basal layer are de-78

scribed as a stress tensor σ̂ bearing two principal stresses79

σϕϕ, σθθ and a shear stress component σθϕ, with the basis80

n̂ = (dϕ, dθ)T . This stress tensor σ̂ can be decomposed81

into a hydrostatic part σ̂stat = 1
2Tr(σ̂)I, corresponding to82

isotropic forces that induce local expansion or shrinkage83

of cell areas, and a deviatoric part σ̂dev = σ̂ − σ̂stat cor-84

responding to the anisotropic forces that induce shearing85

or anisotropic bulk compression/stretching (Fig. 1C).86

The above stresses are balanced by the external loads87

from the lateral and apical/basal membrane generated88

by cell deformation or cellular active forces [34, 35]. For89

simplicity, we only consider axisymmetric external load,90
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FIG. 1. The effect of curvature on cell packing and cellular forces. (A) Top: Scutoid geometry in epithelial tissues; point Q
is the additional point shared by two columnar cells. The AB-T1 transition occurs at the edges highlighted in thick brown,
leading to the exchange of neighbor pair from 1-4 (apical) to 2-3 (basal). Bottom: Tilt angle of lateral membrane (yellow)
and percentage of scutoids (pink) peak near the head of a wild type Drosophila embryo, adapted from [29] under a Creative
Commons License. (B) Two-layered model for curved epithelia on an axisymmetric object and the coordinates for a any local
surface dA; (C) Graphical representation of the stress tensor decomposition, Eq. (1). (D) Force balance of a curved layer
under axisymmetric loads: (left) at the meridional cut (red dashed ring) and (right) along the normal direction of the element
surface dA(ϕ, θ). (E) A meridional cross section view of a two-layered prolate ellipse. The black tilted line is the tilted lateral
membrane, with the basal end at s and the apical end at s′, with the tilt angle φ and apical-basal distance e at s. The orange
curves are the accumulated cell number from the head to s at the basal side; the skyblue curve is the accumulated cell number
from the head to s at the apical side.

which can be decomposed into a normal part σN (pos-91

itive pointing outward) and a tangential part along the92

meridian σT (positive pointing to the head) and hence93

the in-plane shear σθϕ ≈ 0. The meridional stress σϕϕ at94

any local cut (red ring in Fig. 1D) is balanced in the po-95

lar direction by the accumulated force over the revolved96

surface as:97

σϕϕ2πrδsinϕ =

ˆ s(ϕ)

0

[
σNcosϕ+ σT sinϕ

]
2πrds, (1)98

where δ is the thickness of cell membrane, r is the dis-99

tance to the polar axis from the local surface dA (Fig. 1D)100

and ds is the meridional arc length; See Supplemental101

Material (Supp. Mat.) at []) for the derivations of force102

balance. The circumferential stress σθθ is derived from103

force balance along the normal direction of the surface:104

Cϕϕσϕϕ + Cθθσθθ =
σN
δ
, (2)105

where Cϕϕ and Cθθ are the principal curvatures along the106

meridional and circumferential direction, respectively.107

AB-T1 transitions: The stresses in apical or basal108

layers can induce cell shape changes and cell intercala-109

tions. Here, we assume that prior to any applied exter-110

nal load, cells are relaxed to isotropic shapes without any111

deviatoric strain. AB-T1 transitions will take place most112

frequently when the apical and basal sides of a cell have113

oppositely directed deviatoric stresses [36] under exter-114

nal loading. In the absence of shear components σϕθ, we115

can define a measure for AB-T1 transitions, γ, as propor-116

tional to the difference of the deviatoric strain between117

the apical and basal sides:118

γ =
σaϕϕ − σaθθ

µa
−
σbϕϕ − σbθθ

µb
, (3)119

where µa,b represent the effective elastic moduli at the120

apical and basal surfaces; γ > 0 corresponds to cells that121

are stretched along the meridional direction at the apical122

side while compressed along the circumferential direction123

at the basal side. The parameter-dependence of µa,b de-124

pends on the underlying material properties. Taking dif-125

ferent forms for µa,b does not alter our key conclusions126

(See Supp. Mat. B for the results of different forms of127

µ ). Here, we consider µ = |Tr(σ̂)|, which avoids intro-128

ducing an intrinsic elastic modulus for the cells. Under129

typical physiological regimes for epithelial cells, we ex-130

pect |Tr(σ̂a,b)| to be non-zero, so γ behaves well.131

We first consider the case when external loads are hy-132

drostatic (σT = 0 and σN = P ). With large curvature133

anisotropy, |Cθθ−Cϕϕ|, the magniture of γ is large, lead-134

ing to AB-T1 transitions. In contrast, isotropic curva-135

tures (Cθθ = Cϕϕ) lead to γ = 0 (Supp. Mat. C). This136

conclusion is consistent with the experimental observa-137

tions in tubular epithelia [24].138

Cell tilting: The results for hydrostatic systems139

above are not consistent with the AB-T1 transitions ob-140

served in the head of the early Drosophila embryo [29],141

where the curvature is nearly isotropic. However, in this142
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FIG. 2. The lateral tilt angle in the zero-lateral-tension limit,
Eq. 6, as a function of the distance to the head along the polar
direction d = z/a (Fig. 1E) (A) under varying inverse aspect
ratio b/a at ε/a = 0.05, β = 0; (B) under varying thickness
modulation β at ε/a = 0.01, b/a = 0.4. Experimental data is
shown for the cell tilt angle in the early Drosophila embryo
(b/a ∼ 0.4, β ∼ 0.5), with s.d., by grey dots (data from [29]).

system, the cells are observed to tilt (Fig. 1A). The pro-143

file of external load σT , σN is affected by tilt of lateral144

membranes. We next investigated cell tilting within our145

model and explain its role in inducing AB-T1 transitions.146

The tilted lateral membrane leans to the head by a147

small angle φ away from the normal direction (illustrated148

in Fig. 1E) as149

tanφ(s) ∼ ∆s

e(s)
∼ Na(s)−N b(s)

2πra(s)e(s)ρa(s)
, (4)150

where ∆s is the distance between the apical projection151

of s and the apical end of the tilted lateral membrane s′;152

e(s) is the distance between the apical and basal layer;153

ρa,b(s) is the cell density; ra,b(s) is the distance from154

s to the polar axis; Na,b(s) =
´ s
0
ρa,bdAa,b are the ac-155

cumulated number of cells from the head apex to the156

coordinate s on the apical and basal sides, respectively.157

Although Fig. 1E is illustrated for an prolate ellipsoid,158

Eq. 4 works for any arbitrary axisymmetric shape.159160

The distribution of ρa,b(s) and e(s) are interdependent,161

as a consequence of minimizing the system free energy162

including the contributions from cell lateral membranes163

(See Supp. Mat. G). If the lateral membrane tensions164

are weak compared with the apical and basal cell layers,165

the apico-to-basal density ratio ρa(s)/ρb(s) converges to166

a space-independent constant (Supp. Mat. D). In this167

limit, the tilt angle168

φ(s) = φ∗(s)(1− k̃), (5)169

where k̃ � 1 is the ratio of tension strength between the170

lateral and apical/basal layers; φ∗ is the tilt in the limit171

of zero lateral tension, depending on the curvature as:172

tanφ∗(s) ∼
N b(s)(Ntotal −N b(s)

[
H(s1)−H(s2)

]
πra(s)ρb(s)Ntotal

, (6)173

where H(s1) and H(s2) are the mean curvature weighted174

by cell numbers in a range of 0 < s1 < s and s < s2 < s0,175

respectively (s0 is the half meridian). For a convex ob-176

ject, a large gradient of H(s) corresponds to a large mag-177

nitude of φ∗ at s, with the corresponding tilt direction to-178

wards the region of higher positive curvature (See Supp.179

Mat. D for the derivations).180

Conversely, if lateral membranes are extremely rigid,181

the lateral membrane tends to stand perpendicular to the182

surfaces, and ρa(s)/ρb(s) equals inverse apico-to-basal183

area ratio dAb(s)/dAa(s), hence the tilt vanishes (Supp.184

Mat. F). To further simply the model, we show that the185

effect of any cell density inhomogeneity on cell tilt is186

negligible if cell density changes along the surface more187

slowly than the curvature does (See Supp. Mat. E for188

the analysis). We henceforth set a homogeneous density189

ρa,b(s) = ρa,b0 .190

Ellipsoid case: We now apply this formalism to a191

prolate ellipsoidal geometry as shown in Fig. 1E. It has192

a major half axis a and minor half axis b (see Supp.193

Mat. F for parameterization and the calculation of the194

curvature). Tissue height is determined mainly by the195

intrinsic cell volume control [37]. To leading order in the196

arc length s to the head, the height profile reads197

e(s) ≈ ε
[
1 + β

(
s

s1/4
− 1

2

)]
for s ∈ [0, s1/4], (7)198

where s1/4 is the 1/4 perimeter of the meridian ellipse199

and ε is the average cell height across the surface and β200

is a coefficient modulating the surface height with β = 0201

representing homogeneous cell height. As we assume cell202

size is much smaller than the radius of curvature, the203

average height of the tissue ε has negligible impact on204

the tilt profile (see Supp. Mat. E for the discussions).205

We calculate the cell tilt angle φ∗ in the zero-lateral-206

tension limit as a function of the relative distance to the207

head of a prolate ellipsoid, d(s) = z(s)/a, where z(s) is208

the distance to the head along the polar direction; d = 0209

corresponds to the head and d = 1 to the trunk. The tilt210

angle increases with elongation of the ellipsoid (smaller211

b/a), Fig. 2A. For a typical value observed experimen-212

tally in Drosophila (b/a ∼ 0.4 [29]), the tilt angle peaks213

around 30o. The impact of height inhomogeneity on the214

tilt angle is shown by Fig. 2B: a large, positive β (tis-215

sue height larger at the trunk) makes the peak of the216

tilt angle profile more pronounced. The calculated tilt217

profile is consistent with the data observed in the early218

Drosophila embryo (β ∼ 0.5), with the predicted mag-219

nitude of φ∗ (red curve) slightly larger than the experi-220

mental measurements (black dots, from [29]) as expected221

by Eq. 5.222

External loads along the tilted lateral membranes can
qualitatively change the stress distribution. We show in
Fig. 3A-B a comparison of the stress components σϕϕ
and σθθ between a hydrostatic case: σaT = σbT = 0, σaN =
−σbN = T and a case with the external stresses T along
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tilted lateral membranes:

σaT = T sinφ, σaN = T cosφ, σbT = −T sinφ, σbN = −T cosφ.

The magnitude of σθθ and σϕϕ grows from the head to223

the trunk in different manners, depending on whether T224

is perpendicular to the shells (hydrostatic) or T along225

the tilted lateral membranes. The resultant AB-T1 tran-226

sition rate, calculated through Eq. 3, flips its sign with or227

without the tilt (Fig. 3C). However, this qualitative dif-228

ference will vanish when the surface approaches a sphere229

(a/b = 1) (Fig. 3B; cyan and magenta lines), leading230

to no AB-T1 transition at all locations (Fig. 3C; black231

line). 2 Next, we discuss results with pressure differ-232

ences across the cell along the apical-basal axis (Fig. 3D).233

The tissue height follows Eq. 7. The apical and basal234

membranes are subject to pressure from: the outside235

Pout; from the internal cavity (e.g. yolk or luminal pres-236

sure) Pin; and inside the tissue PT . The pressure dif-237

ferences at the apical and basal surfaces are given by238

∆Πa = PT − Pout and ∆Πb = Pin − PT respectively,239

with positive ∆Π pointing towards the outside. Before240

applying external load, we assume cells have relaxed to241

their preferred cell shape with no internal strain. The242

external normal and tangential loads on the apical and243

basal side are σ
(a)
N = ∆Π + T cosφ, σ

(a)
T = ∆Π + T sinφ,244

σ
(b)
N = ∆Π + T cosφ and σ

(b)
T = ∆Π− T sinφ.245

The system dominated by pressure (∆Π/T →∞) cor-246

responds to a hydrostatic limit, Fig. 3B (left). In this247

limit, the profiles of stresses and the consequent spatial248

distribution of AB-T1 transition frequency do not qual-249

itatively depend on the pressure differences or the cell250

height profile (See Supp. Mat. C for the derivations). In251

contrast, strikingly, when the pressure difference is com-252

parable with lateral stress (∆Π ∼ T ), γ is sensitive to253

the two pressure differences and β, Fig. 3E. ∆Π can be254

negative (pointing inwards), thus the normal component255

of lateral tension T can be partly balanced by this pres-256

sure and σT /σN becomes much larger as if the cells tilt257

more significantly. When ∆Πa/T shifts sign from nega-258

tive to positive, at the trunk (d = 1) γ becomes negative,259

altering the orientation of AB-T1 transitions.260

To capture the key features of the distribution of γ,261

we define the peak of γ as where γpeak is the maximal262

value of |γ| (Fig. 3E) and its value at peak (referred here263

as the peakiness) as sign(γpeak)× ||γpeak| − |γtrunk||. Ac-264

cordingly, we can construct a phase diagram of AB-T1265

transitions, using the position of the peak and peakiness266

as the order parameters, Fig. 3F. We show the diagram267

in the ∆Πa-∆Πb space for β = 0 (left) and in the space268

of β-∆Πa/T with ∆Πb = 0 (right). The peak in the ten-269

dency of AB-T1 transition switches from trunk to head270

beyond a critical line β(∆Π) (Fig. 3F). From these phase271

diagrams, we can estimate mechanical properties (e.g.272

pressure, lateral tension, or possible external loads) from273

the geometric cell profiles (e.g. cell tilt, cell height and274

AB-T1 locations/orientations).275

Conclusions: We have proposed a model for the on-276

set of cellular tilt within a curved monolayer. We find277

that the interplay between the lateral cell-cell tension278

and the cellular tilt leads to a shift in the location at279

which we expect the number of neighbor rearrangements280

to be maximal. Our formalism provides predictions for281

the location of AB-T1 transitions in several geometries282

that are echoed by experimental observations in various283

geometries [24, 29].284

The lateral membranes play an essential role in balanc-285

ing stress across the cell, thereby regulating cell shape.286

In particular, lateral membranes with low contractility287

lead to cell tilting, which cooperates with pressure and288

tissue thickness to result in a rich phase diagram for the289

tendency of AB-T1 transitions to occur. If the lateral290

membranes are sufficiently stiff, then the tilt of lateral291

membranes is suppressed and AB-T1 transitions occur292

at regions with large curvature anisotropy, following the293

model prediction in the hydrostatic limit.294
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Though we have focused on a prolate geometry with295

simple external loads, our formalism can be generalized296

to a diverse range of tissue geometries observed in vivo.297

We expect tilt to occur at the steepest curvature gra-298

dient, even for non-axisymmetric and non-closed surface299

geometries; e.g. the brain and gut. We can also explore300

the role of in-plane shear and bending within this theo-301

retical framework. Internal cell strain, which is likely sig-302

nificant during cellular process such as cell division[38],303

can also be considered as a source of external loading.304

Finally, transient and reversible AB-T1 transitions have305

been observed [39, 40]; the dynamic aspect of AB-T1306

transitions may be relevant to the mechanism of T1 tran-307

sitions [23, 36] and their contributions to processes like308

tissue folding or buckling [41? –45] remains to be inves-309

tigated.310
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